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Novell NetWare 6.5 Administrator's HandbookNovell Press, 2003
Novell NetWare 6.5 Administrators  Handbook is the Novell-authorized quick reference for NetWare  administration covering all of the new features of NetWare 6.5. The release of  NetWare 6.5 continues to redefine NetWare as a powerful Web-oriented platform  for delivering a consistent, location...
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Escape From Excel Hell: Fixing Problems in Excel 2003, 2002 and 2000 (Mr. Spreadsheet's Bookshelf)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
When Excel talks back to you, here's what to do
    

    You try to open a spreadsheet and Excel won't let you, because there's a macro involved. You cannot convince the software that the macro is safe. You hurl something across the room.    

    Grab this book instead! You'll find more than 200 fixes for things...
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CONCUR 2004 -- Concurrency TheorySpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Concurrency Theory, CONCUR 2004, held in London, UK in August/September 2004.

The 29 revised full papers presented together with 4 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 134 submissions. Among the topics covered are concurrency...
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Java(TM) EE 5 Tutorial, The (3rd Edition) (The Java Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
The Java™ EE 5 Tutorial, Third Edition, is the definitive, task-oriented, example-driven guide to programming server-side applications with Sun Microsystems' new Java(TM) EE 5 platform. Written by members of Sun's Java EE 5 platform team, this book enables new and intermediate Java programmers to build...
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Build Your Own Ruby on Rails Web ApplicationsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
Ruby on Rails has shaken up the web development industry in a huge way—especially when you consider that version 1.0 of Rails was only released in December 2005. The huge waves of enthusiasm for the new framework, originally in weblogs and later in the more traditional media, are probably the reason why this book is in your hands.
...
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Promoting Sustainable Electricity in Europe: Challenging the Path Dependence of Dominant Energy SystemsEdward Elgar Publishing, 2008
This is a timely and comparative assessment of initiatives to promote renewable electricity sources (RES) in eight European countries. Carried out by the ProSus research programme at the University of Oslo in cooperation with leading research institutions in each country, the study focuses on the promotional schemes used to foster RES in Austria,...
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Implementing SOA Using Java EEAddison Wesley, 2010

The Practitioner’s Guide to Implementing SOA with Java EE Technologies

 

This book brings together all the practical insight you need to successfully architect enterprise solutions and implement them using SOA and Java...
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Database: Models, Languages, DesignOxford University Press, 1997

	This book presents traditional introductory topics in database theory in an accessible and thorough manner. The author conveys a clearer introduction than competing books through his organization of the material and lucid explanations of the concepts. Its presentation and style differ from existing works, most notably in the emphasis on...
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System Engineering and Automation: An Interactive Educational ApproachSpringer, 2011

	This book provides insight and enhanced appreciation of analysis, modeling and control of dynamic systems. The reader is assumed to be familiar with calculus, physics and some programming skills. It might develop the reader’s ability to interpret physical significance of mathematical results in system analysis. The book also prepares...
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Human-in-the-Loop Simulations: Methods and PracticeSpringer, 2011

	Both the editors of this book were exposed to human-in-the-loop simulations while
	pursuing their doctoral degrees in the Center for Human-Machine Systems at
	Georgia Tech. In fact, S. Narayanan served as Ling Rothrock’s teaching assistant
	for the simulation course taught by Prof. Christine Mitchell. It has been over 15
	years...
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Ruby Cookbook: Recipes for Object-Oriented ScriptingO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Why spend time on coding problems that others have already solved when you could be making real progress on your Ruby project? This updated cookbook provides more than 350 recipes for solving common problems, on topics ranging from basic data structures, classes, and objects, to web development, distributed programming, and...
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Professional Scala: Combine object-oriented and functional programming to build high-performance applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		If your application source code is overly verbose, it can be a nightmare to maintain. Write concise and expressive, type-safe code in an environment that lets you build for the JVM, browser, and more.

	
		Key Features

		
			Expert guidance that shows you to efficiently use both object-oriented and...
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